
BURRI cityGREEN SEQUOIA

The SEQUOIA mobile urban green space 
consists of a stable plant trough and a com-
fortable round bench from BURRI’s Landi 
collection. 

The mobile urban green space is more than 
just seating. As with all other members of 
the BURRI cityGREEN collection, SEQUOIA 
serves both the sensory revitalisation as 
well as the functional greening of public 
spaces. In addition to the functions of air pu-
rifier, source of oxygen and haven for biodi-
versity, these green areas provide summer 
shade for dwellers and help regulate the 
microclimate in squares and streets.

SEQUOIA can be moved with little effort and 
will find immediate application (no heavy 
construction required) also where the pu-
blic space comes with specific constraints. 
Uses include the invigoration of public squa-
res and the flexible configuration or elegant 
accentuation of open spaces.

Seating surfaces are made of high quality, 
steam-bent Swiss larch (optionally natural 
larch) or ash wood in the desired colour (op-
tionally lacquered). As a further option, the 

Durable, elegant and robust seating under a vitalising canopy of green

Plant trough construction:
- 10 mm steel plate
- hot-dip galvanised or raw oiled
- Lacquered (colour of choice)
- ROOTPAKK®HMR®coating (optional)
- Feet on underside for levelling

Round bench construction:
- Prime quality natural larch
- Ash from Switzerland, with four coatings of 

the colour of choice
- Wood steam-bent

Dimensions:
- Plant trough height: 860 mm
- Bench width: 588 mm
- Total diameter: 2500 mm
- Trough diameter: 1324 mm
- Capacity: approx. 1184 l
- Weight: approx. 2t (including contents)

Installation:
- freestanding
- easy relocation via forklift

Recommended planting:
- native maple (Acer platanoides), at least 5 

years old
- long green phase, large crown approx. 4x4 m
- branches begin at approx. 2.8 – 3.0 m
- shallow roots

plant trough can be lined with patented BUR-
RI ROOTPAKK®HMR® coating to prevent wa-
ter leakage and corrosion and to provide the 
product with even longer service life. These 
mobile urban green spaces from BURRI are 
complemented by short delivery times, ad-
vice on the choice of plants and attractive 
prices.
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